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The Idea
Labels that will be stuck onto all fridge food packaging to tell you where to store that particular item of food in the fridge so 
that it lasts longer in order to minimise food waste.

What will happen? - we will produce all food labels to give to each supermarket. When they package their food they will just 
have to stick the correct label on.
This process will not be so costly, as all we need to do is produce the labels and they stick them on the,selves. It will not 
take much time as it will go on at the same time as the other food packaging labels are stuck.

A very affordable and easy attempt to reduce the amount of household food waste.

There is a different label to represent each food category :

Dairy - slice of cheese
Vegetables - spinach
Fruit - pear
Drinks - juice box
Condiments - tomato sauce bottle

Fish - fish
Meat - joint of meat
Chicken - chicken leg
Ready meals/leftovers - container
Eggs - egg



Label in action









Interactive Poster



Digital Poster

Promotional Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x43j6Ug2mtY&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng5tMXdvPaw&feature=youtu.be



Promotional Package
What is this?
The promotional package will be given out at the till for the first few months 
after the food packaging labels are released. This will help to promote the 
labels and help consumers identify with them so that they begin to familiarise 
themselves with each of the labels so that they actually make use of them.

What is in the promotional package?
An A5 envelope containing the following :
A informational magnet
Strip of labels (3 of each) to go on any pre-bought food the consumer has
A5 poster 



Thank you!
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